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Introduction
Knowsley’s Sustainable Community Strategy
sets out the vision that by 2023 the borough will
provide attractive, sustainable neighbourhoods
with a wide choice of housing and excellent
community facilities. To achieve this, the
Housing Strategy sets out three priorities:

Priority One - Achieving the right quantity
and quality of housing

Priority Two - Continuing to raise the quality
of the existing housing stock, services and
neighbourhoods

Priority Three - Connecting People to the
Improved Housing Offer

Effectively tackling the problem of empty homes
will be fundamental to delivering Priority Two -
Continuing to raise the quality of the existing
housing stock, services and neighbourhoods.
For Knowsley, the problems associated with
empty homes are that they represent a
considerable waste of existing resource.
Affordability continues to be a problem for
Knowsley residents, associated with lower than
average incomes than in the Liverpool City
Region. For this reason, through the Housing
Partnership we need to do all we can to unlock
available accommodation to ensure there is
sufficient provision. Whilst some empty homes do
not visibly detract from the appearance of an area
they are often a source of concern to neighbours
who may fear antisocial behaviour targeted at the
property or the potential for this.



The development of the new Empty Homes
Strategy 2011-14 builds on the work of the
previous Strategy 2008-10 and the outcomes
achieved in reducing the numbers of empty
homes across Knowsley.

Despite many successes there remains a
considerable challenge to ensure that the
numbers of empty homes are reduced
and, where they remain, the impact on
communities is minimised.

Nationally there is a recognised shortage
of housing with a common response being
the need to build new housing. This can
provide a solution to this problem. However,
Knowsley Council accepts that, alongside
this approach, there needs to be a proactive
focused strategy to maximising the use of all
available housing. To achieve this, we must
ensure that work to encourage the
reoccupation of empty homes is co-
ordinated, innovative and targeted.

The economic climate which has had such an
effect on the housing market understandably
makes the challenge of reducing the numbers
of empty homes harder. However, effectively
tackling empty homes offers a major
opportunity which - over the next three years
with our new Empty Homes Strategy - we will
aim to deliver a real reduction in the number
of empty homes across the borough, but
more importantly, increase the available
supply of housing.

This will be an ambitious task and there
will be a lot of work to do to achieve this.
The updating of this strategy renews our
commitment to tackling the blight and waste
of valuable resource that empty homes
represents within Knowsley.

Cllr Dave Lonergan
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Foreword

We are committed to tackling the blight and waste
of resources caused by empty homes.

It is vital that our limited funding is targetted effectively
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1 Empty Homes www.emptyhomes.com last accessed 15th March 2011

The National Context
There have been considerable changes which have
affected housing markets over the past 10 years.
The availability of mortgages at relatively low rates
and increasing house prices led to a housing boom.
However despite this:

‘many people in the UK need homes.
There are 1.7 million families on
housing waiting lists, and the
country’s population is growing.
Yet house building rates are at the
lowest since the 1920s. Other than
building more homes, reusing empty
homes provide one of the few other
sources of housing. What’s more it
can do so at an affordable price.
Surveys have shown that the average
cost of renovating empty homes is
about £10,000’1.

With the downturn in the economic climate there has
been an increase in the numbers of properties being
repossessed and a reduced capacity to access
funding which can stimulate sales and renovations
of empty homes. Recognising and responding to
this the Government, at the beginning of 2010,
announced a funding initiative aimed at tackling
empty homes and antisocial behaviour. The funding
was limited to a small number of Local Authorities
and the Homes and Communities Agency to take
forward wider consultation and skills development.
This was to assist Local Authorities in effectively
tackling empty homes through enabling best
practise guidance to be developed and shared.

The new Government have continued to support
Local Authorities to tackle empty homes with the
commitment to provide £100 million towards empty
homes and also with the introduction of the New
Homes Bonus. This will reward Local Authorities for
providing increases in housing supply of which,
empty homes returned to use will contribute. Whilst
this increased funding is welcomed it must also be
seen in the context of the funding gap provided by
the abolition of the Regional Housing Allocation
which previously funded private sector housing
initiatives including housing assistance.

The North West Region &
Sub Regional Context
The North West Region is recognised as having a
higher than average percentage number of empty
homes in comparison to the average for England
and Wales. Sub-regional monitoring for the
Liverpool City Region Housing Strategy, shows
that Knowsley are performing favourably when
compared to City Region partners and also against
the North West Regional average.

Despite this, the average number of empty homes
in Knowsley is 0.9% above the national figure.
Having recognised the problems posed by empty
homes, one of the key investment priorities of the
developing Local Investment Plan, for the Liverpool
City Region, is focused on reducing the number of
empty homes and bringing long term empty homes
back into use. This work will form the basis for
negotiations with the Homes and Communities
Agency about housing investment across the
City Region and will encompass tackling empty
homes as part of meeting the National agenda for
increasing housing and affordable housing supply.

Table 1. Liverpool City Region 2010 vacant housing taken from Housing Strategy Statistical Index (HSSA)

LA name Total stock All vacant properties % of total stock

Halton 54,407 1,955 3.6

Knowsley 64,570 2,375 3.7

Liverpool 214,867 12,858 6.0

Sefton 124,622 6,454 5.2

St Helens 79,317 3,217 4.1

Wirral 145,544 6,099 4.2

LCR 683,327 32,958 4.8

North West 3,141,733 125,235 4.0

England & Wales 22,847,142 650,127 2.8



Knowsley Context
In 2011 the figures that are available locally show
that empty homes have reduced significantly from
the peak in 2008/09 when they stood at 2,583.
However, a considerable number of these
represented homes which were identified for
demolition as part of regeneration programmes
such as the North Huyton Revive. During the past
three years there has also been additional pressure
attributed to the economic climate which has
presented difficulties to both small and large
developers alike. Reducing housing prices has also
dampened owner’s willingness to sell during a dip in
market prices. The latest figures for Knowsley based
upon Council Tax data, detailed in table 2, show
that the total number of empty homes now stands
at 2041 which represents 3.4% of Knowsley’s
housing stock.

The bulk of the empty homes lie in the 0 – 6 months
bracket which is consistent with figures nationally
as this bracket will include the churn of properties
which are registered as empty for short periods
of time. The reasons for this can be:

completions on new build properties

private rented properties empty between lets

the gaps that can occur during the sale process.

The main reason for these properties being
registered as empty, even for a short period of time,
is due to the Council Tax rules which provide a nil
Council Tax rate for unfurnished empty homes
during the first 6 months they are empty. Therefore
excluding the first 6 months the actual number of
properties which can be regarded as long term
empty is reduced by approximately 50%. Experience
shows that properties empty from 6 months to 2
years are more likely to be returned to occupation.
Typical reasons for this are properties being in the
process of renovation and also probate following a
death. Therefore logically it makes sense to focus
resources on properties that have been empty for
more than 2 years. To compliment this approach
there should also be engagement at an earlier stage
to sign post owners to advice should they require it.

In terms of the proportion of public and private
sector empty homes that are empty, this currently
stands at 15% and 85% respectively. It should be
acknowledged that approximately 220 properties
currently empty in the public sector are identified for
regeneration thus the actual numbers which may be
brought back into use is somewhat lower. The clear
message from this is that the bulk of empty homes
are in the private sector. However, work with
Registered Providers of Social Housing to reduce
the number of properties that are empty and to
minimise the time properties remain void between
lets, is also essential to successfully reduce the
number of empty homes across the borough.

by CHRIS HUGHES

The UK is facing a "growing housing

crisis", according to a report which

estimates a shortfall of 750,000

homes by 2025.
The country needs to build more

homes even if the economy continues to

falter, the Institute for Public Policy

Research (IPPR) concludes.

The think tank studied a number of

different economic scenarios, and how

this would affect the housing stock.

A faltering economy would still lead

to demand for more than 200,000 homes

a year, it concluded. There was a need for

280,000 more homes a year needed if the

economy bounced back strongly.

Using the government's projection

for household numbers would lead to a

shortfall of 750,000 homes by 2025, it

found. The country needs to build more

homes even if the economy continues to

falter, the Institute for Public Policy

Research (IPPR) concludes.

The think tank studied a number of

different economic scenarios, and how

this would affect the housing stock.

A faltering economy would still lead

to demand for more than 200,000 homes

a year, it concluded. There was a need for

280,000 more homes a year needed if the

economy bounced back strongly.

Using the government's projection

for household numbers would lead to a

shortfall of 750,000 homes by 2025.

THOUSANDS
OF HOMES
LEFT
EMPTY
...yet 1.8m still on UK

waiting lists - p7

Table 2. Empty Homes in Knowsley at April 2011 based on Council Tax data

0-6 months 6-12 months 1-2 years 2-5 years Over 5 years Total

Halewood 58 29 41 47 31 206

North Huyton* 87 73 100 135 71 466

North Kirkby 58 40 25 36 42 201

PWC & KV* 119 133 83 89 55 479

South Huyton 115 86 68 96 23 388

South Kirkby 68 54 77 40 42 281

Other 4 9 6 1 --- 20

Total 509 424 400 444 264 2041
*Indicates areas of regeneration. Empty homes figures for these areas will include properties held vacant as part of wider regeneration programmes.

Bringing empty properties back into use increases the
availability of housing.
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Involving Stakeholders
To shape our approach to tackling empty homes
and to develop the action plan, we have consulted
with a wide range of partners, stakeholders and
customers. This included three focused workshop
sessions, an elected member seminar and a survey
of residents who live close to existing empty homes.
The main recommendations from the consultation
process were:

increase partnership working with Registered
Providers of Social Housing

to coordinate different work streams to
maximise mutually beneficial outcomes e.g.
housing options, overcrowding/under
occupation, landlord accreditation, choice
based lettings

a holistic approach to ensure that competing
priorities are managed in a way that enables
immediate problems to be tackled and leads
to a reduction in empty homes

prioritisation of cases in a clear, open and
transparent way

to work collaboratively with City Region
partners to maximise resources and develop
new initiatives and approaches

to develop a range of tools/approaches to
ensure a flexible adaptive approach

the effective use of advice balanced with robust
enforcement when required.

Empty Homes in Knowsley
Owners of empty homes often have different stories
as to how they came to own or be responsible for
a property. Sometimes it can be because of an
elderly relative passing away or being placed in
care. In other instances, it may be an investment
purchase to renovate to occupy, sell or let. As can
be appreciated these varied reasons mean that no
one size fits all. Often the reasons provided as to
why they remain empty are:

it is being or needs repair/renovation

trying to sell it

trying to let it

waiting for the right time to sell it

bought it for investment purposes

part of wider area regeneration programme2.

The barriers to overcoming these reasons often
relate to finance. Since 2008 this has been the
most common response given by owners when
approached by the Strategic Housing Team.
Owners either cannot access finance to renovate
their property or they are struggling to sell, which
can also be linked to reduced access to finance.
The challenge that this presents is that it comes at a
time of economic restraint within the public sector.

Moving beyond 2011, despite new funding initiatives
being introduced, it is accepted that there will be a
reduction in funding to tackle the problem of empty
homes. This reduction is likely to be felt through the
cumulative effect reductions in funding and staff
resources operating in linked service areas whose
work collectively contributes to empty homes being
returned to use. It is therefore essential that what
funding is available is targeted effectively to
maximise the numbers of properties returned to use
thus capitalising on the reward funding available
through the New Homes Bonus. It will also be
necessary to drive out duplication of work whether
locally or at City Region level.

Exploiting opportunities to recycle funding will also
be essential to creating a sustainable approach to
returning empty homes to occupation. Alongside
this there is the challenge to set achievable
objectives. To enable this, it will be necessary to
focus human resources in a way which will deliver
success. Spreading limited resources too thinly may
for a time mitigate the problems associated with
empty homes. However, they will not result in long
term success. We will therefore focus our resources
effectively so that early intervention and advice can
be given. Whilst ensuring that the highest priority
cases are identified and sufficient resource time is
available to ensure they are returned to use.

2 Vacant Dwellings in England - The challenges and costs of bringing them back into use, Davidson, M. White, K. (2010)

The Council is committed to bringing empty homes back into use.
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Our Vision

To reduce the number of empty homes
across the borough and thus increase
available provision of housing.

To achieve this we will:

reduce the impact of empty homes on
communities by ensuring early proactive
engagement with empty home owners

prioritise empty homes to ensure that the
highest priority cases are tackled first taking
into account local needs

reduce the actual numbers of empty homes
that have been empty for more than 2 years
and 5 years respectively.

In terms of measuring our success we will narrow
the gap between the numbers of empty homes in
the borough compared to National figures for
England and Wales and reduce the number of long
term empty homes that have been empty for more
than 2 years by 30% and reduce the actual number
of homes empty for more than 5 years 15%.

To ensure we deliver our vision and meet the
challenges presented by empty homes we have set
out our empty homes action plan within Appendix 1.

The action plan is split into five themes:

Improve communication

Effective enforcement

Enhanced advice and support to owners
and residents

Increase Partnership working

Enhanced Knowledge and Information.

In summary we will:

Develop comprehensive advice and support
material

Early engagement with owners after the
property has been empty for more than 6
months to signpost them to available advice
and support and advise them of the change in
their Council Tax liability

Develop a proactive approach to targeting long
term empty homes which incorporates a
consistent approach to complaints

Where engagement, advice and support fails,
to prioritise empty homes and to actively target
the top 20 properties (properties where the
owners have failed to engage or where
progress is not deemed sufficient will be scored
using the matrix attached in Appendix 2).

Actively consider the most appropriate
enforcement approaches which may include:

• enforced sales

• compulsory purchase

• Housing Act 2004 powers such as
improvement notices and empty dwelling
management orders

• Building Act 1984, Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 & Environmental
Protection Act 1990 (to tackle problems
relating to the property being empty).

Develop and strengthen partnerships with
Residential Providers of Social Housing, private
developers and local businesses.

Monitoring Progress

The purpose of monitoring the Empty Homes
Strategy is to ensure that we are delivering against
our priorities and that our partners are playing a full
and active role.

An update and refreshed action plan will be reported
to Economic Development and Environment
Scrutiny Committee annually. The action plan
contains a range of measures which will enable
the Strategic Housing Team to monitor outcomes
on a quarterly and annual basis. These will be
combined alongside the broader Housing Strategy
performance and reported to the Knowsley Housing
Partnership.



Appendix 1
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Appendix 1 – Action Plan

Improve communication

Task Sub tasks/Milestones Outcomes Target Lead Timescales

Programmed Raise awareness of All owners become All owners of Housing To be
engagement empty homes with aware of advice private properties Enforcement undertaken
with private owners after property and support that have been Officer, Strategic as an annual
sector owners has been empty for available once their empty between Housing Team mail out in
of empty 6 months properties have 6 – 18 months January.
homes been empty for receive letter sign

6 months posting them

Over 2 year targeted • Identification of All owners of Housing Annual process
letters (three stages) the reasons why private properties Enforcement
programmed on an properties have that have been Officer, Strategic Letter 1 July
annual basis been empty for empty for more Housing Team

more than 2 years than 2 years are Letter 2 August
Empty Homes which and the owners actively engaged.
are subject to a future intentions Letter 3 October
complaint irrespective
of length of time empty • Provide advice, Empty Homes
are communicated encouragement Returned to Use
following same 3 letter and identify
process solutions to 120 in year 1

overcome barriers
140 in year 2

• Monitor progress
of owners and 160 in Year 3
escalate case for
action where
appropriate
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We will work closely with owners to offer early support
and advice.

We will always consider the most appropriate enforcement activity.



Effective enforcement

Task Sub tasks/Milestones Outcomes Target Lead Timescales

Prioritise All properties escalated • The top 20 empty All empty homes Housing Annual process
empty homes for prioritisation will be homes are that have been Enforcement

scored against the identified empty for more Officer, Strategic Proactive
Matrix (Appendix 2) than 2 years or Housing Team external
and placed in rank • Properties below identified through inspections –
order for action. the top 20 are rank complaints are November

ordered for action prioritised for
action where
communication
has failed to
achieve a
successful
outcome

Utilise the most Provide a coordinated Early removal of All complaints Environmental Immediate
appropriate response to effectively graffiti responded to Services
enforcement tackle immediate within 3 days Manager
approaches problems presented
to minimise by empty homes Prevent empty All complaints Head of Immediate
the impact of homes causing a responded to Environmental
an empty statutory nuisance within 3 days Health and
home e.g. damp, Consumer

accumulations *subject to Protection
• Building Act of refuse review being

1984, undertaken

• Town and Minimise the impact All complaints Group Manager Immediate
Country of empty homes responded to Development
Planning on the surrounding within 5 days Control
Act 1990 neighbourhood

• Environmental Ensure properties All complaints Group Manager Immediate
Protection remain safe and concerning Development
Act 1990 secure dangerous Control

building
responded on
the same day.

Utilise the Top 20 empty homes 20 High priority Enforcement Strategic Year 1 - 2011/12
most appraised for most Empty Homes Action taken Housing Team
appropriate appropriate escalated to against 20
enforcement enforcement solution enforcement Empty Homes
approaches action per year
to return To include
empty homes consideration of: Enforcement Year 2 - 2012/13
to occupation Action taken

• enforced sales against 20
Empty Homes

• compulsory
purchase

Enforcement Year 3 - 2013/14
• Housing Act 2004 Action taken

powers including against 20
improvement notices Empty Homes
and empty dwelling
management orders
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Enhanced advice and support to owners and residents

Task Sub tasks/Milestones Outcomes Target Lead Timescales

Develop Review best practise Owners of empty Pack completed Housing Review of best
information material homes have access and available by Enforcement practise
and advice to advice to assist October 2011 Officer, Strategic August 2011
pack for them in returning Housing Team
empty homes Produce Knowsley their property to Empty Home
owners Empty Homes Pack occupation Pack complete

October 2011

Develop website area Available on
for Empty Homes and website
link relevant information October 2011

Clear process Dedicated empty Residents Running by Group Manager September 2011
for reporting homes hotline complaining about September 2011 – Housing and
empty homes telephone number empty homes can Programmes

easily report
Do it online reporting problem empty
of empty homes homes

Develop Introduce assisted Owners who find it • Introduce Principal Housing First developer
assistance and sales process difficult to sell their system to Delivery Officer, open days
support for through: empty property are introduce Strategic Jan-Mar 2012
marketing assisted in the prospective Housing Team
empty homes • Matching owners process. purchasers with

with purchasers owners who
have indicated

• Delivering developer they wish to
open days sell their empty

home

• Run developer
open days
- 2 in year 1
- 5 in year 2
- 10 in year 3

Provide advice Identify owners who Owners receive 10 empty homes Housing Ongoing
to owners who wish to let their empty advice on best returned to use Enforcement throughout the
wish to let their home and link to practise for through Tenancy Officer Landlord lifetime of the
property Tenancy Bond Service operating privately Bond/Landlord Accreditation strategy

and Landlord rented Accreditation Scheme,
Accreditation accommodation Strategic

Housing Team

Housing Options
Service

Develop Scope out element Remove barrier of Repayable grant Principal Housing January 2012
repayable of repayable grant financing legal available for Delivery Officer,
legal process which is empty homes Strategic
expenses Set up legal preventing property owners Housing
grant agreement template being sold Team & Legal

for client to agree
access to funding

Introduce repayable
grant
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Increase Partnership working

Task Sub tasks/Milestones Outcomes Target Lead Timescales

Introduce • Identify attendees Forum meets to Minimum of two Housing First forum
Knowsley share relevant forums per year Enforcement November 2011
Empty Homes • Introduce first information and Officer, Strategic
forum meeting and agree agree priorities and Housing Team

Terms of Reference shared solutions

Develop Management process Empty Homes 10 Empty Homes Principal Housing Pilot within first
management developed, approved are returned to returned to Delivery Officer, 6 months of
arrangements and implemented occupation through occupation per Strategic Strategy
for empty for KMBC/ Registered the management of year Housing Team adoption.
homes Provider partners empty homes being

delivery of : taken over through
agreed or

• Lease management enforcement
backed

• Empty Dwelling arrangements.
Management Orders

Introduction • Set up initial liaison • Develop a clear Identified number Principal Housing Initial meetings
of liaison meetings with 2 understanding of of empty social Delivery Officer, set up from
meetings with largest Registered the extent of empty housing Strategic December 2011
Registered Providers social housing properties which Housing Team
Provider within Knowsley can be returned
partners to occupation

• Agree frequency of • Agreed approach 10 % reduction
meetings and targets to increase the in the number
to be achieved number empty (to be reviewed

social housing after year 1)
stock being empty social
returned to use homes over 6
and reduce the months empty
length of time for VHA & KHT
voids remain (of those that can
empty be returned to

occupation
e.g. not identified
for demolition/
regeneration)

Extend approach to To be based on Principal Housing June 2012
other Registered developed model Delivery Officer,
Providers Strategic

Housing Team

Registered
Providers
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Enhanced Knowledge and Information

Task Sub tasks/Milestones Outcomes Target Lead Timescales

Implement Standardised reporting Actual improvements 4 reports per year Intelligence October 2011
standardised of empty homes in terms of the Monitoring then quarterly
empty homes monitoring numbers of empty Officer updates
monitoring homes and % of

stock can be Policy, Impact
compared for area and Intelligence
partnership board
areas and the
borough over the
lifetime of the
strategy

Utilise data Configure CAPS Case management All new 2 year Strategic July 2011
management Uniform database ensures that all proactive Housing
system to information is engagement Manager,
record all recorded cases and Strategic
empty homes consistently complaints are Housing Team
cases recorded on

Performance CAPS Housing
reports can be Enforcement
generated to Officer, Strategic
monitor Housing Team
performance

Support the Attend the City Region Share resource and Attend all forums Housing June 2011 –
work of the Empty Homes forum outcomes in Enforcement ongoing
Liverpool City developing new Officer, Strategic
Region Share best practise initiatives and best Housing Team

and intelligence practise

Develop Develop time Develop a full Cost report Principal Housing July 2013
understanding recording for areas understanding of the presented to ELT Delivery Officer,
of actual cost of work relating to cost and potential Strategic Housing
of returning EH empty homes savings that Team
to occupation proactive empty
to identify best Costs annual homes intervention & Finance
value and processes derives
promote
service Compare costs of

different approaches

Partnership working is essential to returning empty homes to occupation.
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Appendix 2 – Prioritisation Scoring Matrix

Property Condition Comment Score

Property disrepair (+ 5pts)

Windows/doors boarded up (+ 5pts)

Overgrown garden (+ 5pts)

Vermin (+5pts)

Other (+5pts)

Anti-Social Behaviour

Arson (+5pts)

Graffiti (general + 5pts offensive +10pts)

Refuse dumped (+ 5pts)

Youths congregating and entering
onto property (+5pts)

Other (specify) (+ 5pts)

Property background

Length of time vacant (variable score)

No. of Complaints (different people)
For each add 2pts

Petition (30+ signatories) submitted from
local community (+50pts)

Referrals from:
Police, Fire Service, Area Relationship
Director, Councillors, or
Member of Parliament
For each add 2pts

No. of enforcement actions (+ 5pts for each)

Property actively being marketed (-10pts)

Property currently being renovated (-10pts)

Location

Property either side empty
(+5pts for 1 property + 15pts for both
neighbouring properties being empty)

Additional empty properties in the road
(+5pts for each additional beyond
neighbouring empty properties)

Property located in top 6 wards for
empty homes (+ 5pts)

Property located on main
arterial road (+5pts)

Located in area of Housing Demand
(10pts – 40pts)

Area of Affordability (5pts or 10pts)

Officer: Total Score:
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Length of Time Vacant Points

1 - 2 years 2

2 - 3 years 4

3 - 4 years 6

4 - 5 years 8

5 years + 10

Level of Demand Points

Property in Level of Demand A 10

Property in Level of Demand B 20

Property in Level of Demand C 25

Property in Level of Demand D 30

Property in Level of Demand E 40

Level of Affordability* Points

Medium Level of Affordability 5

High Level of Affordability 10

* The methodology used to identify which areas are deemed as
‘In demand’ or ‘Affordable’ will be confirmed as the strategy goes
live in order to ensure the most current local picture is used.
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